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Every year Google presents the list of
most searched topics on the search
engine throughout the entire year. This
list is published under Google's special
edition, #YearInSearch which tells the
world what intrigued and inspired them
the most. Well, like every other year, this
year's list is also out and the one who
topped the list of most searched
musicians of 2022, is none other than
Adam Levine. This result shows that
Adam was the musician that people were
most interested in and talked about in the
year 2022.  Because Levine's band,
Maroon Five did not release any music or
album in the year 2022, as their last
album 'Jordi' was out last year, what
made him so popular and the talk of the
town this year? People have speculated
that this spike in the search was because
of the recent controversy that the singer
was in.
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Music News

Taylor Swift
Finally
Shakes Off
Her 'Shake
It Off'
Copyright
Lawsuit
Trails

Seam Hall and Nathan Butler have
accused Taylor Swift of lifting lines
from their song ‘Playas Gon' Play’
released in 2001. The trials of the
lawsuit are set to start next month
in January. The legal case has been
swirling up since 2017 and there
have been various twists and turns
about this one release.

They accused Taylor Swift of
coining certain lines about
“Haters” and “Players” from their
track “Playas Gon’ Play”. But it is
still unclear whether Sean Hall and
Nathan Butler the writers of
“Playas Gon’ Play” will be credited
on “Shake It Off” or not. Both sides
have been questioned several times
but they kept their mum on this
topic.

First, they filed the case, and then
they jointly decided to drop the
claims and move ahead afresh. On
the 12th of December the lawyers
of the writers of 3LW’s song “Playas
Gon’ Play” revived the case after it

was dropped permanently. The
legal battle started in 2017 and in
2018 when both the parties jointly
decided to U.S. District Judge
Michael Fitzgerald dismissed the
case with prejudice, which means
they will not be allowed to bring
up this case in the future as well.
This decision might clear up the
ways of the release of “1989
(Taylor’s Version)”.

At one point Swift filed a legal
declaration stating the origins of
her song “Shake It Off”, denying
every copyright allegation against
her. Swift wrote, “In writing the
lyrics, I drew partly on
experiences in my life and, in
particular, unrelenting public
scrutiny of my personal life,
‘clickbait’ reporting, public
manipulation, and other forms of
negative personal criticism which
I learned I just needed to shake off
and focus on my music.”

She claimed that she was
improvising the lyrics and by then
she haven’t listened to the 3LW’s
song “players gonna play”. 

She wrote, “Prior to writing ‘Shake it
Off,’ I had heard the phrases ‘players
gonna play' and‘haters gonna hate’
uttered countless times to express
the idea that one should shrug off
negativity.” The hearing is scheduled
on 17th January 2023, and hopefully
this long and oscillating legal tale
will come to an end, after all these
time.
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Event News
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AMERICAN CLASSIC POP STAR BEYONCÉ
PRESENTS A SENSATIONAL EVENT OF TWO

DAYS
To celebrate her six months ago published album ‘Renaissance’;
singer and producer Beyoncé declares a musical event for two days
in Los Angeles for her fans.

 Prolific yet all-time favorite popstar for her melodious voice
Beyoncé recently released an announcement of holding a two-day
event on 17th and 18th December to celebrate her six months ago
released album ‘Renaissance’. This event is going to be a joint
venture of Amazon Music and her production Parkwood
Entertainment. In the event poster, Bey’s company publishes,”…
invites you to experience ‘Renaissance’ in spatial audio”. To create
a craze about the music event, the venue is still not revealed but it
is going to take place somewhere at an undisclosed location in Los
Angeles.
According to Amazon Music, the venue will be informed to the
confirmed audiences after finalizing the tickets which will be non-
transferable. Further, it is clarified that only one pass will be for
one person at a time. For the exact clarification, a post regarding
this event is shared on the Twitter account on December 16th that
this occasion will be strictly for (21+). The time is also declared 

for the information. Doors will open at 8.15 pm
and the event will start at 9 p.m.

‘Renaissance’ or ‘Act I: Renaissance’ is her
seventh studio album with sixteen tracks which
was released on July 29, 2022. At the time of
release, an event regarding this was also
organized. She recorded this album at the time
of Covid 19 Pandemic to seek joy and give hope
to her fans. This album was praised worldwide
for its eclectic style with the blending of DJ
along with 70s house and black dance music.
Later on, ‘Renaissance’ was nominated for
Grammy and won American Music Awards.

Tickets for Club Renaissance which were made
free for the fans on Thursday on the website
‘clubrenaissance.com’ for this event are now
sold out. Previously an event was organized
after the release of ‘Renaissance’ in New York, at
Times Square Edition hotel. The VIP guests list
included Kendrick Lamar, Donald Glover, and
Chloe Bailey. It is reported that Beyoncé is going
to hold a tour for charity purposes in 2023. It is
unclear whether she will attend this time or not
but previously she attended the events which
were held in New York and Paris.

Club Renaissance events also took place in
Berlin, Amsterdam, and the Belgian city of
Ghent. NME describes that this album is a
celebration of black joy.
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Event News

Abu Dhabi
Is Set To
Organize
Ultra Abu
Dhabi For
The First
Time
For the first time in 23 years, the
celebration of the UMF heading
towards a Middle Eastern country
has piqued the interest of music
fans all over the world.

ULTRA Worldwide, which is the
most international music festival
brand is coming to make its debut
for the first time in Abu Dhabi, the
capital of the United Arab Emirates.
The festival is about to be staged
on Saturday, March 4th, and
Sunday, March 5th. The program
which was to happen in 2020, was
postponed due to the worldwide
Covid 19 pandemic. Officially it is
declared on their website that the
event will take place at Etihad Park
on Yas Island which is an open-air
place. It’s the fastest-growing
tourist destination that also
organizes Formula One Abu Dhabi
Grand Prix.

The music festival will be hosted on
two different stages, the main stage
will be chiefly compacted with
bass-boosted sound and stadium-
smashing music. On the other
hand, Ultra Worldwide’s techno
house brand RESISTANCE is going

 to host some boosted musical
acts. Ultra Abu Dhabi was first
announced in 2019 when it was
informed that eminent artists like
Afrojack, Eric Prydz, Major Lazer,
and Dj Snake will appear for their
performance. But later on, the
whole program was canceled for
the coronavirus pandemic. This
time, to fulfill music lovers’ thirst
from all continents, EDM and
herky-jerky tracks will be
presented for lifetime
experiences.

Ultra Music Festival was
inaugurated by Russell Faibaisch
and Alex Omes for the first time
on March 13th, 1999. The first
festival was a one-day event that
was held in Miami Beach.
Throughout the years, this music
festival garnered a huge amount
of audience and for that, later on,
the festival was shifted to
Bayfront Park in Downtown
Miami. For some reason in 2018,
UMF was shifted to the Barrier
Island of Virginia Key but later on,
it was proposed that the 2019
edition would be held in Bayfront

 Park. Throughout time distinctive
artists like David Guetta, Dubfire,
Steve Aoki, and The Chainsmokers
ruled the stage.

Ultra Abu Dhabi is offering two
different kinds of tickets, General
Admission (GA) and Premium
General Admission (PGA). PGA
allows access holders to different
offerings.

These are Entrance Gates,
Washroom, Food and Beverages, and
own lounge area where viewers can
experience an amazing time. Abu
Dhabi is uprising like a phoenix and
on the way to portraying itself as
one of the best cultural and leisure
centers in the world. Tickets are on
sale now. For better assistance,
check out the website of Ultra Abu
Dhabi.
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Event News

This July Is Going to be Full of Colors, The Madrid Mammoth
Music Festival Is Back

One of the most exciting music
festivals Mad Cool Festival, held in
the Spanish Capital will return
again this July, witnessing a
mammoth lineup of artists from
every genre.

This year Madrid is conducting
their prestigious Mad Cool Festival,
starting from the 6th of July and
will ending on the 8th of July.
Starting with the tanning sun and
continuing till the blinding light
goes out, music enthusiasts from
every corner of this continent will
be gathered to celebrate music.

The glorious festival has published
its lines containing the most
popular names that have rocked
the world of your music, social
media, and your playlists.

From the ‘Unholy’ sensational Sam
Smith to ‘About Damn Time’ Lizzo,

 every name that has rocked 2022 will be
there to burn the stages down. Mad Cool
welcomes people from all over the
continent and the performance list will
have Arctic Monkeys, Metallica, The
Cure, Pearl Jam, The Killers, Dua Lipa,
Pixies, Muse, and Tame Impala all
headline performers.

Most of the music festivals are occupied
with names from Rock legends, but Mad
Cool has broadened its palette and has
included more genres like Indie, Pop,
and Electronic Music. The festival will
have multiple stages and the audience
can choose to performance list based on
their taste and preferences.

2023 will be the 6th Anniversary of Mad
Cool; within a very short time, the
music festival has grown exponentially
because of its eclectic nature. During
the time of shorts and TikTok Reels, you
can expect people to enjoy only one
genre. 

And the Mad Cool has adapted with
time and has evolved its ways and
this is the reason behind its great
success.

The booking portal is now available
you can opt for any two of their
ticket choices. A general day ticket
will cost €79 +, a VIP day ticket will
€185 +. You can also opt for their 3-
day tickets as well. A general 3-day
subscription will cost you around
€189 and a VIP 3-day Subscription
will cost nearly €480.

The 3-day ticket sale has begun on
the 15th of December at 11 AM. But
the official sale of day tickets will
begin on 30th December at 11 AM.

Enjoy your 3-day festival packed
with music and full of culture. Visit
their official page to know who is
performing on which day.
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Artist Spotlight

Love Jimo Urges Listeners
To Keep Striving Towards

Their Dreams In His Latest
Song ‘Dreamer’

Get ready to be swept away in a groovy wave of melody as Love
Jimo, in collaboration with Akeem da Beat, brings a volley of
musical dexterity in the form of ‘Dreamer’. The song is an ode to
all those who dare to dream and work hard towards fulfilling
them. Dreams are what make people unique and give them hope
to live by. This sublime musical piece aims to inspire unwavering
courage and optimism in the souls of listeners and compels them
to follow their hearts’ desires.

Based in Oslo, Norway, Vocalist, Songwriter, and Producer Love
Jimo (originally Love Ezekiel Jimo) was born in Ibadan, Nigeria in
1987. It was while attending the church that his interest in music
was piqued and by the time he was in his late teens he began
creating his own beats, writing songs, and learning music
production techniques. His first step to fame came in 2017 when
the single "Tinini" became a massive hit, and he has never looked
back ever since. He strongly believes that natural ability can only
take talented artists so far; they need to hone their skills with a

strong will, discipline, and determination to
truly reach the top.

Music has always occupied a pre-eminent
position in the artist’s life. His music is a
mellifluous blend of traditional African
elements and mainstream pop sound, which
lends an intriguing and infectious quality to his
music. After his first regional hit ‘Tinini’ in
2017, in 2018, he collaborated with Wrecobah
from Timaya's ‘Dem Mama Records’, ‘Sweet Like
Sugar’. His romantic hit released in 2020 ‘High
On Kasia’ was listed by Spotify in the "New
Music Friday Norway" playlist.

Through his music, the singer expresses his
feelings, his passion, and his gratitude toward
the musical world that has enthralled him for
good. Having generated almost three million
streams on Spotify and almost two million
views on YouTube, the artist has clarified that
there are greater songs to be anticipated from
him.

The latest track from the musical virtuoso
‘Dreamer’ is a soulful tribute to all those
dreamers across the globe who keep their
passion alive. The artist claims that dreams are
what define individuals and distinguish one
from the other. It aims to inspire all those who
believe in themselves and their dreams.

The verses of the song assure them that their
visions are valid and everything in this world is
possible if one is willing to work hard for it. The
key is to stay focused and never give up in the
face of adversity. He encourages listeners to
visualize their success because the “sky's the
limit”. The song is a fusion of different genres of
music such as Amapiano, Afropop, and
Afrobeat. It is inspired by African elements such
as instruments, tempo, and levels with shades of
both cold and warm emotions.

The collaboration with Akeem da Beat makes
the track sensational and a one-time listen is
never enough.

To listen to more such amazing songs, check
him out on Spotify and Apple Music.
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Artist Spotlight

American Pop
Singer TACEY
Brings the
Perfect Dance
Number this
Christmas
with ‘Dime
Que Sí’
Proving once again that magic
happens when passion comes
together with pure talent, TACEY
has dished out her new song ‘Dime
Que Sí’. It is the third song by the
rising Latin pop singer, dancer, and
performer and her first Christmas
song. The sultry, alluring voice of
the singer brings the song to life
and induces a cheerful, fun, and
sweet vibe that can be enjoyed by
the whole family during the festive
season. The danceable beats and
the joyful rhythm rejuvenate
listeners and fill them with energy.
With her exceptional musical skills,
this promising artist is already
taking the music industry by storm.

About:

It was her passion for dance and
exploring different genres of music
that ignited this bilingual Latin pop
singer’s love for creating her music
which she expresses with the
skillful mixing of dancehall and
pop fusion. She has also released
the official music videos of her
songs, charming audiences with her
brilliant screen presence; not to
mention her adept dancing skills.
You can stream her tracks like
‘Conmigo’ and ‘Otra Notificación’

DIMEQUESÍ

on SoundCloud and Spotify. Get
hooked on the talented artist's
musical prowess and dance skills
by subscribing to her YouTube
Channel.

Style:

The American Pop singer ensures
that her music reflects her passion
for dancing and this energetic
take on music becomes her
trademark. With her music, she
aims to make people feel great
and confident about themselves as
they dance to her beats unhinged.
Her music is a brilliant
juxtaposition of sweet vocals
saturated with power, swagger,
and sensuousness. An open-
minded and creative artist, she is
a determined performer and is
constantly looking for
opportunities to learn from others

and polish her skills even further.

Latest Release:

‘Dime Que Sí’ is the quintessential
example of TACEY’s musical
dexterity. In the song, she deftly
introduces elements of Mambo,
mixed with pop. She brews a perfect
blend of enthralling musical design
that syncs perfectly with her dreamy
vocals. The two-minute and fifty-
three seconds track is saturated with
the spirit of Christmas cheer and is a
hypnotic soundscape of bass,
rhythms, and groovy instrumental
elements. The music elevates and
uplifts listeners' moods and has a
dreamy Disney-Christmas-music
vibe. Log in to SoundCloud to listen
to this colorful track by the artist to
sprinkle yourself with a dash of
Christmas cheer.
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Artist Spotlight

Promising
Artist Kris
Heaton
Band is
Singing
About
United Love
and
Harmony in
His Latest
Track ‘ONE
WORLD’
Versatility is one of the most
important virtues that musicians
require to achieve great success and
reach the heights of their careers.
However, in today's musical scene,
you will not find artists who have
the versatility or make music that
has elements of different styles and
genres.

In this scenario, you would be
surprised to listen to an artist who
blends genres in their music like a
maestro and Kris Heaton Band is
one of those artists who is versatile
and makes music that is no less
than a treat to the ears.

He has recently released a
soundscape named ‘ONE WORLD’

which is creating a buzz in the
industry with its upbeat music
and peaceful vibe.

About:

The artist has been in the industry
for 30 years and in his successful
career, he has recorded numerous
songs. From childhood, he has
been dreaming of having a music
career and traveling all around the
world. Combining both, he has
created his recent musical piece
and its video which is now making
quite a noise in the industry.

He first started gaining popularity
locally which later led to the
musician having fans nationwide.
Now with back-to-back quality
music releases, his fanbase went
international and it seems with
his latest release he has extended
his reach even wider.

Music Career:

It has been 30 years since the
artist was in the music industry
where he first started from being a
local boy. With every release he
extended his reach in the industry
and especially in the world of his
fans which is why his fanbase has
now become international.

With quality music and records, he
has charted 5 times on the national
radio charts. In his long music
career, Kris Heaton Band has a total
of 11 albums. 

His previous hit from his 10th studio
album was 'MY CITY OF GOLD'
which featured talented newcomer
Howard Hamilton on Harmonica.

Latest Release:

His latest released music video of
the track under the label Wood
Entertainment Group, ‘ONE WORLD’
is from his 11th studio album by the
same name and the video displays
the intent of the song beautifully.

The song is about world peace and
humanity and how being united can
solve ongoing problems which is
reflected through the magical shots
of nature in the video. The artist's
calm and stunning vocal tones also
helped create a magical and peaceful
environment for the listeners.

You can listen to this track on Jango
Music, Apple Music, Spotify, Itunes,
and Google Music and watch the
video on YouTube.
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Music News

Carson Price Is
Offering Closure
With His Latest
Rock Single ‘Let
Her Go’
Offering a powerful performance in
this festive season, Carson Price is
ready to make the crowd go crazy
with his latest musical creation ‘Let
Her Go’. Carson has done an
amazing job in crafting this track
that injects a potential dose of
energy with emotion. The track has
been recently released on YouTube
with the official audio file and
currently, it is revolving around the
epitome of everyone’s attention.
Let’s take a better look at this
artist’s life and musical creations.

Carson is one of the most talented
music artists of this era who is
setting an example in the music
industry with his sheer talent,
skills, and determination to create
something new. Churning out the
essence of new-age rock music, the
artist has been making music for
more than 5 years now. Hailing
from Yukon, Oklahoma, Carson has
grown up in exposure to a variety
of musical styles and genres. As a
result, his musical creations offer
an amalgamated flavor of multi-
genre music. This young music
artist is looking forward to creating
more amazing tracks in the coming
days of a bright musical career.

When it comes to his musical
creations, Carson has made some
significant progress within a short
span of time. He released his first
song in February of 2022 which is
titled ‘500 Degrees’. Strong, robust,
and highly engaging; this track has
paved the way to reach the top of
success. Some of the other tracks
like ‘Dior’, ‘Die Young “Remix”,

 ‘Hit LA’, etc are the greatest
examples of musical creations
that reflect his skills, dedication,
and consistency to his craft. He
already has a handful of
unreleased tracks in his collection
which will be released soon in
2023. This talented music artist is
being an inspiration and a role
model to many emerging music
artists in the industry.

The latest track ‘Let Her Go’ is one
of the greatest contributions by
Carson that is capable of
captivating global listeners. The
subject matter in the track

revolves around love, heartbreak,
and toxicity which is highly relatable
for many. The track emphasizes
letting her go and moving on which
is hard for many.

Carson has magically justified the
deeper emotions with some
aggressive rock sound design. As a
result, the song became even more
engaging and influential for
everyone.

Follow Carson Price on YouTube and
Spotify to know more. He is also
available on Instagram and Twitter.
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Music News

Rihanna
Uploads A
Video Of
Her
Adorable
Baby Boy
On TikTok,
Revealing
Her Son’s
Face For
the First
Time
Rihanna was in the news for her
glorious maternity photo shoots
and now her baby is also breaking
the internet with his cute smile and
heart-melting expressions. On
TikTok, she has dropped a short
video of her son. While taking a
drive she made this video of her
baby boy, revealing his face.

Rihanna and her boyfriend A$AP
Rocky welcomed their baby boy on
13th May 2022 in Los Angeles.
From some exceptional maternity
clothes to some extremely
enchanting ways of gracefully
flaunting her baby bump in the
public domain. She was a goddess,
and now the adorable video of her

son is melting hearts. From his
gibberish words to his expressions
everything about that video was
exceptionally enjoyable.

While recording the video her son
tried to take the phone from her
hand and she said, “You are trying
get Mommy’s phone?” in the most
lovable way. During the video, he
yawned, looked outside of the car
window, and made some gestures
that may be normal for every baby
but always melts hearts.

Once the video was dropped it
quickly became viral and her fans
were already excited to see his
face and now as the face has been
revealed they are just extremely
overwhelmed. Many have gushed
once they saw the video, and
retweets after retweets have been
flooding since then. Along with a
deluge of heart reactions, a fan
wrote “He’s so adorable, I can’t.
Another person added to the
video, “Cute!” Another fan wrote
in the comments section, “He’s so
adorable; he has all of her
features.”

A fan page has managed to take
picture of the whole family at a

 beach in Malibu. In those photos,
she and her boyfriend Rocky twinned
in black, and even the baby was also
in black bathing shorts.

Rocky was seen holding the child
and posing for the camera. And the
motherly glow of Rihanna has made
her look even more enchanting
thanever.

A fan wrote, “Baby is so cute! Have
they said his name?” The comments
section was packed with comments
like “A beautiful family.” “He is
adorable and love this family”, and
“Where are you getting these
pictures from?”
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Music News

USA ROCK STAR GWEN STEFANI DENIES
PESSIMISTIC VIEWS ON REUNION

American singer, songwriter, fashion designer, actress, and co-
founder of GXVE beauty brand; 53 years old still scintillating
Gwen Stefani recently released her announcement on interest in
reuniting with her old band ‘No Doubt’. Stefani was once the
primary songwriter and the lead vocalist of ‘No Doubt’.

In order to clarify the information, she was asked by the ‘Wall
Street Journal’, “What are the odds of the No Doubt reunion?” She
responded boldly, “What are the odds of anything?” She further
replied by giving reference to the reunion of Blink 182 tour which
is on the way going to happen between March 2023 to February
2024.

Stefani has always been very charming and positive about her

 attitude toward songs and her life. 

The hybridization of consistency and
experiments made her songs powerful. In an
interview about attending ‘The Drew Barrymore
Show’, which is continuous since 2020 she said,
‘Recently I was on The Drew Barrymore Show.

She was one of my favourite celebrities when I
was a little girl, and now I was just on the show
with her. So, anything can happen.’ She further
informed that she has no idea about the tour
and no discussion regarding that had happened.
But her reference to Blink 182 tour is making
her quite optimistic.‘No Doubt’ is an American
rock band formed in the year 1986 with Gwen
Stefani, Tom Dumont (Guitarist), Tony Kannal
(Bassist), and drummer Adrian Young.
Sometimes they were supported by Gabrial
McNair and Stephen Bradley (Trombonist and
Keyboardist) in case of live performances. In
1992, they released their fourteen tracks album
‘No Doubt’ but failed to make an immense
impact.

Facing a lot of ups and downs for a long time
and a hiatus too, with ‘Rock Steady’ and ‘Push
and Shove’ they made their position. Their
collaborated tour with Blink 182 gifted 33 songs
altogether which mesmerized audiences for a
long time.

Gwen Stefani met her husband Blake Shelton
for the first time in the year 2014 while
coaching in ‘The Voice’. After becoming on a
journey of meeting and knowing each other for
several years they knotted on July 2021. Blake
Shelton is a country-style American singer and
Gwen is a rock artist. Both of them had previous
marriage experiences. Stefani recently opened
up about her new life and says, “Blake likes to
make something new traditions every year.” She
is now happy with her children and new life.
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Music News

Bizarro Blamed
Azealia Banks
‘Disgraceful’ For
Her
Inappropriate
Behavior
Recently Azealia Banks’s Australian
tour promoter has shown their
disgusted experience by saying that
working with her is one of the most
‘disgraceful’ clients. In the
Australia and New Zealand tour
Bizarro was the authority to
arrange everything for the shows.
They have arranged the shows with
the agency named Point Blank
Group.

The whole problem has occurred
due to last-minute cancellations,
which has made a negative impact
on the audiences too. On social
media, everyone is sharing a post
saying that Banks’s should never
come to their country for any kind
of performance. Bizarro has also
stated that she has made them
physically and emotionally drained.
For the last-minute cancellation,
they had to manage various things,
which they weren’t responsible to
do.

Bizarro has said that ‘The lack of
care she shows to her team, the
people she works with and her fans
was truly disappointing to see’.
They have also said ‘She was not
present for any press opportunities,
she failed to arrive at any event in a
timely manner, she willingly posted
inaccurate, disrespectful and
slanderous content online, and her
lack of care and appreciation for
her fans, who make such an event
possible, was disgraceful’.

In that response Banks’s posted
on Instagram that ‘trying to cite
all these stupid things as reasons
not to pay me a dime and all the
way across the world to go home
empty handed’. The artist hasn’t
stopped here but continued by
stating ‘In all this attempt to
assassinate my character there’s
no mention of my mother f*****g
money, where is the money b***h,
where the cash at?… you’re trying
to use a character assassination as
a means to not pay someone for
work that they did, just say you’re
broke and f*****g go.’.

On this thing Bizarro responds by
saying ‘Whilst we have paid our fees
to Azealia’s touring agent, we have
also been led to believe that the
majority of her tour has been paid to
her personally in full, despite her
willingness to burn down every show
of the run’. They have also said that
till now they haven’t gotten their ten
thousand dollars just because of the
sudden show cancellation.

Just for this action, everything has
become so much more complicated
and the event management company
is facing all the problems.
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MEGAN THEE STALLION IS THE VICTIM OF
INJUSTICE AND MALE DOMINANCE

Megan Thee Stallion is one of the most acclaimed rappers in the
music industry. However, when it comes to justice; even acclaimed
female rappers do not receive it. Megan Pete, better known as
Megan Thee Stallion is being harshly judged after she opened up
about the history of abuse done to her by Tory Lanez.

Currently, Tory is facing trial in Los Angeles for shooting fellow
rapper Megan on both of her feet two years back. However, in the
court of public opinion; Megan was the person who was really
being scrutinized. Even 50 Cent has mocked her by posting a
meme that suggested that Megan was guilty of the incident
instead of Tory.

Although, 50 apologized for the incident; his recent posts refer
that the shooting on Megan is still funny. It is quite astonishing to
see this coming from a person who has been shot multiple times.

Even Drake used this incident in his track ‘Circo
Loco’, saying “this bitch lie ’bout gettin’ shots,
but she still a stallion.”On the other hand, Tory
should be facing more than 20 years in prison if
convicted but has pleaded not guilty. The trial
consists of a lot of salacious drama which made
people reminded of Depp – Heard Case. Megan’s
bodyguard Justin Edison did not arrive to testify
but her former friend Kelsey Harris gave
testimony that Tory shot Megan. Later on,
Harris said that she was not sure but a text
message that showed that Harris wrote “Help.
Tory shot Meg. 911.”

As Megan is an empowered woman who talks
openly about her sexual freedom in her raps, it
was implied that she was simply a bad friend
and promiscuous. However, it is just the
perception of the people who are bothered by
this woman’s unapologetic confidence,
unwavering personality, and highly successful
rap career. It is very unfortunate to witness how
a successful black female rapper is being
mistreated by her own community for raising
her voice for the unveiled truth. It is one of
those awful circumstances that lie between
racial solidarity and defending themselves.

Even though the incident took place in July
2020, Megan did not speak up to the police and
said the injury occurred as she stepped on
broken glass. Later on, in October she said, “My
initial silence about what happened was out of
fear for myself and my friends.” It is taking a
mental toll on Megan as she said, “I wish he
would have just shot and killed me if I knew I
would have to go through this torture.” Now all
that remains is to witness whether this
successful black female rapper gets justice
against her own community of rappers or not.
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Chinese Singer
Jane Zhāng
Faces Criticism
for Infecting
Herself
Deliberately
Right now, people all over the
world are trembling due to the
outbreak of the COVID-19 virus
and BF.7 variant of Omicron. Amid
this, China is facing a chaotic
situation everywhere.

From hospitals to crematoriums,
every place is overcrowded with
millions of people. In between this,
a famous Chinese pop singer from
Beijing Jane Zhāng Liàngyǐng made
a public outcry that she
deliberately infected herself with
the virus to avoid her New Year’s
evening concert.

She further declared that she
wanted to avoid the risk of getting
affected, so she took this decision.
According to ‘South China Morning
Post’ she had visited ‘Sheeps’-(a
term that is used for virus carriers
in Mainland China).

Zhāng wrote on Friday on a social
media platform for her 43 million
followers,” I’ve been prepared for
being ‘infected. I began to catch a
fever, my whole body began to
 ache… before I finally fell asleep.
After sleeping for a day and a night,
all my symptoms disappeared. I just
drank a lot of water and took
vitamin C, without taking any
medicine before I got well.” When
she posted these details on Weibo,
her fans were overwhelmed with
anger and started criticizing her.

In response, she replied last
Friday, “I am not sure if it’s
appropriate to ask, but does my
case with symptoms lasting for
only one day count as a positive
case?” 38 years old Zhāng
Liàngyǐng is popular among her
fans as Jane Zhāng. She was born
in Chengdu, Sichuan in 1984 on
October 11th.

Zhāng was deeply influenced by
the writings of Jane Austen and to
pay homage to ‘Jane Eyre’, she
added the name ‘Jane’ in front of
her own. In 2006 on January 9th
her first debut EP ‘Jane, Love’ was
released which has sold more than
5000000 copies all over China.

She is a technology and social
media enthusiast. 

Jane attended the 67th Cannes
Film Festival in France and also

sang the theme song of the 2014
Youth Olympic Games which was
“Light Up The Future”. As a versatile
artist, she appeared in different
sectors such as Philanthropy and
Political appearances.

Ever since her post on social media
went viral, her fans strictly criticized
her for this irresponsible behaviour,
especially when the world is under
threat. After facing a bunch of
criticizing comments on Douyin
which is China’s TikTok, such as, “As
a public figure, how could she say
this? She is encouraging people to
get infected, which is not OK,”.

She was forced to take down the post
along with her explanation. She
finally wrote, “I didn’t consider
things carefully before making my
previous posts. I apologize to the
public.”
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Oscar 2023
Presents a
Star-
Studded
Shortlist in
the Best
Original
Song
Awards
Category
As the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has revealed the
shortlists of the 2023 Academy
Awards for a few categories, the
Best Original Song Awards has
piqued the interest of listeners with
its unique blend of indie artists and
pop singers. A total of 81 songs
were considered eligible for this
Oscar Category, of which 15 have
been shortlisted.

Drake could be on his way towards
his first Oscar nomination for
‘Time’, which he co-wrote for
Amsterdam by 20th Century
Studios. 7 years ago, The Weeknd
was nominated for co-writing the
Fifty Shades of Grey song ‘Earned
It’. With ‘Nothing Is Lost (You Give
Me Strength)’ from Avatar: The
Way of Water, he might be headed
for his second Oscar nomination.
Performed by Gregory Mann,
Guillermo del Toro and Alexandre

Desplat’s ‘Ciao Papa’ from
Netflix’s Guillermo del Toro’s
Pinocchio has also entered the
race.

Rihanna, Lady Gaga, and Taylor
Swift have been selected for ‘Lift
Me Up’ from Marvel’s Black
Panther: Wakanda Forever, ‘Hold
My Hand’ from Top Gun: Maverick
by Paramount Pictures, and
‘Carolina’ from Where the
Crawdads Sing by Sony Pictures
respectively.

If nominated, it would be the
debut nominations for Rihanna
and Swift, in contrast to Lady
Gaga’s fourth, who had been
previously nominated for
“Shallow” from A Star Is Born in
2018 and ‘Til It Happens to You’
from The Hunting Ground in 2015
before that.

If any of the three shortlisted
songs, namely, ‘Nothing is Lost’,
‘My Mind & Me’ from Selena
Gomez, and ‘Good Afternoon’
from Spirited, with at least five
credited songwriters, wins, they
will have to share one statuette.
Daine Warren, who was

 shortlisted for Tell It Like a
Woman’s ‘Applause’, would bear the
record of being the first songwriter
or part of the songwriting team to
have a nomination streak of six
years since the 1968-73 streak of
Marylin and Alan Bergman. It would
also be Warren’s 14th nomination in
this category.

For co-writing “Stand Up” from Till
with Jazmine Sullivan, Dernst
“D’Mile” Emile II was shortlisted,
and upon winning, he will be the
first Black songwriter to win the
award two times in this category.

The other shortlisted songs in the
list include ‘This Is a Life’ from
Everything Everywhere All, ‘Til
You’re Home’ from A Man Called
Otto, ‘Naatu Naatu’ from RRR, ‘Dust
& Ash’ from The Voice of Dust and
Ash and ‘New Body Rhumba’ from
Netflix's White Noise.

The nominations for the 95th
Academy Awards will be announced
on 24 January 2023.
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Akshay Kumar’s Crazy
Christmas Celebration: Twinkle

Khanna is ‘Glad’ She Didn’t
Witness It

Christmas is here and so are our
favorite celebrities and their festive
moods. Bollywood star Akshay Kumar
joined the Christmas celebrations in
Goa and took his Instagram account to
share a glimpse with his fans. In a post
on Instagram, that the actor posted on
Sunday, pretended to play guitar. He
also lip-synced and danced to a
Christmas song. In the video, Akshay
wore a black vest, paired with blue

trousers and dark sunglasses.

The video was well received by the
fans and they found typical
Akshay Kumar humor in the clip.
He was seen standing on a deck
near a swimming pool with a
musical instrument. The actor
grooved to the world-famous track
'I Wanna Wish You A Merry
Christmas' by Jose Feliciano and

 the video was recorded from inside
the pool. The actor put up a caption
on the post, "POV: Christmas vibes
in Goa. Where nothing stays still -
neither me, nor the camera
(smiling Christmas tree, and Santa
Claus emojis)." along with the
caption, he posted some hashtags
as well, Christmas 2022, family and
holidays.

Along with the reactions of
thousands of his fans and followers
on social media, his wife reacted in
her usual humorous way. Twinkle
Khanna, the actor-turned-author
commented "I am so glad I was in
the room and did not witness this
(laughing emoji)" on the post.

Not just his wife, the post gathered
comments from other celebrities as
well. Actress Diana Penty
commented, "Merry Christmas Sir"
with the addition of raised hand
emojis and laughing emojis. Other
fans and followers also dropped
hundreds of comments under the
post. One fan expressed his joy by
commenting "The best Christmas
gift from Mr. K to fans".

This is not the first time the fans
get to witness the sweet yet
humorous relationship between Mr.
Kumar and Mrs. Khanna. They tied
the knot in 2001 and now are proud
parents of two children - daughter
Nitara and son Aarav Kumar.

Their relationship is filled with
jokes and roasting each other, even
in front of the whole world is what
kept them in the position of an
ideal couple throughout the years.
This new comment by Twinkle on
Akshay’s post is surely hilarious
but also shows how comfortable
they are around each other.
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Lizzo
Breaks
Down In
Tears After
Receiving A
Personalized
Christmas
Wish From
Flutist
James
Galway
Everyone has people they idolize
and being acknowledged by them is
a proud and emotional moment.
Recently, the pop music main girl
Lizzo got emotional after she
received a very special holiday
message from the legendary flutist
Sir James Galway.

On Sunday, the singer posted a
video on her Instagram story that
James had sent to her. In the video
it can be seen that James is playing
"We Wish You a Merry Christmas"
and the flutist is in front of a fully
decorated Christmas tree.

 The video not only contains the
beautiful flute played by the senior
and legendary flutist, but it also
ends with a very personal note to

 Lizzo. James Galway wished
Merry Christmas to the pop star
by saying "Merry Christmas Lizzo,
from your number one fan,". Then
the popstar posted that on her
Instagram story with the caption,
"YALL — SIR James Galway wished
ME a Merry Christmas".

She also posted another story of
her reaction to this personal
greeting and this is where the
singer was seen to be emotional
over the greeting. This second
video that the singer posted on
her clearly shows how affected she
was by the message. The "About
Damn Time" singer could be seen
crying and wiping away her tears
in the video titled "MY
REACTION" while saying "Is that
f**king James? Is that
f**kingJames Galway?".

The "Tempo" singer is also a
trained flutist herself and before
gaining worldwide fame with her
music expressions, the singer used
to play flute for several years. In
209, the singer shared with "CBS
Sunday Morning" that her passion
for playing flute started at an
early age. Her passion grew when
she thought it would be a difficult

 instrument to play and started
playing asa challenge. She further
said, "So, I remember in the fifth
grade, I just wanted to be really
good. I was, like, 'I want to be really
good at the flute.

Everybody else is so bad.' And it was
so hard to be good at it. It's a very
difficult instrument. I became, like,
obsessed with being good". It was
during this era when she was
obsessed with Galway's "The Man
with the Golden Flute".

 This Grammy-winning artist also
made history when she played a 200-
year-old flute that once belonged to
the former U.S. President James
Madison, in September.

The singer had a busy 2022 with her
album release and "Special Tour" and
has great things stored for 2023.
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ItisalmosttimetosinghappynewYearfor2023.
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becauseoftherecentcontroversythatthesinger
wasin.Thecontroversywascreatedsurrounding
hisallegedcheatingscandalandaffairwith

InstagrammodelSumnerStroh.Thesearchresults
showthathisnamewassearchedalongwithtopics
like'Cheatinginarelationship','Affair',Private

message','adamlevinedms','adamlevinecheated',
etc.ThesearchspikedinSeptemberof2022when

thescandalbrokeout.

WhilethePayphonesingertoppedthelist,the
secondpositionwasreservedforMaryIBlige.
ThethirdandfourthspotwastakenbyLilTjay
andKendrickLamar.Thefifthpositionwas
reservedfortheraptrioMigosconsideringa

lothashappenedsurroundingthemthisyear.The
triowasdisbandedandtheduoOffsetandTakeoff

releasedtheirsoloalbumthisyearfollowedby
Takeoof'sdeathinanunfortunateincidentthis

year.Thisjustifiestheirrankingonthesearchlist.

BacktotheAnimalssingerAdamLevine,the
rankingwasnotunexpectedasafterthemodel
cameforwardwiththeallegations,itwasall
everyonecouldtalkaboutontheinternet.Ina
viralTikTokvideo,themodelclaimedthatAdam

andshehadayear-longrelationshipduringwhich
Adammanipulatedherandcheatedonhiswife.
Onedayafterthevideowasposted,Levine

deniedcheatingonhispregnantwife,"Ididnot
haveanaffair,nevertheless,Icrossedtheline
duringaregrettableperiodofmylife.Incertain

instancesitbecameinappropriate"



Music Review
Bad Bunny and Ñengo Flow
have dropped their latest
soundtrack named ‘Gato de
Noche’. This duo has
garnered listeners from all
around the world in a brief
time.

Recently Bad Bunny
shared a teaser of his latest
soundtrack ‘Gato de Noche’
collaborating with Ñengo
Flow. Within two days he
suddenly dropped the song
and captivated the hearts of
all the listeners. Before
releasing the song he
posted on TikTok by saying
‘This is to close the year’.

In this short time span, the
song reached out to a large
number of audiences.
Ñengo Flow has showcased
his skill in this song. They
have taken reggaeton to
another level with this
track. This duo has chosen
a very different perspective
for the song which is ‘chico
malo’ means bad boy.

When Bad Bunny sang ‘He
loves you and gives you
everything/ But you’re the
devil and you’re crazy for
me/ You like the bad boys
and are playing fire with me
[…] although you’re a sin,
I’m going to hell following
that big a–/ I’m on my way/
Today I’m picking you up
after midnight’ instantly he
accumulated listeners from
all around the world.

The Puerto Rican singer
Ñengo revealed this big
secret of collaboration on
his Instagram by saying 

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

'Gato De Noche': Bad Bunny and Ñengo Flow
Came Up With Their Latest Song

!  !  !  !  " 

 

‘With the real beast’.

Bad Bunny is a proficient
Puerto Rican rapper and
singer who have earned a
significant spot in the
music industry. 2022 has
been a great year for this
artist.

He has also gotten the No. 3
on the Hot Latin Songs
chart. ‘Gato de Noche’ is a
song that follows his
previous song ‘La Jumpa’
which he made with the
artist Arcangel.

Bad Bunny has also been in
Billboard’s year-end Top
Artists for the very first
time in his career.

His Spanish album ‘Un
Verano Sin Ti’ also got the
No. 1 spot in the Billboard
200 year-end albums chart.
In every song, Bad Bunny is
achieving a new milestone.

 This artist is an inspiration
for many artists and
listeners.

His unique way of approach
has helped him to garner so
much attention from the
worldwide audience. He is
breaking all the records by
showcasing his talent.

along with all he is also
doing a lot of concerts and
shows to reach out to more
audiences and build a bond
with his listeners.
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Once again the world is
blown by the exceptional
performances of this
impressive Hip hop duo Rae
Sremmurd. Their New
release ‘Torpedo’ is a blast
of a musical experience.

The Ear Drummers Duo
have been in news for their
impressive music releases,
and just before all the
parties of 2023 take place
they have launched their
exceptionally drumming
release ‘Torpedo’. Since
2013 they have been
making their sensational
singing style a trend, a
signature. And now as they
are at the pinnacle of
popularity their musical
quality is also at its peak.
Their last studio album was
released in 2018, ‘SR3MM’.

This extremely compelling
franchise of their first
album had a sectionalizing
effect on the audience.
They have ended this year
with a bang, to ensure that
the Black Beatles are still in
the line of acing the race.
The charming beats along
with the catchy lyricism
everything about this track
is very compelling for any
music lover.

The ear-catchy lyrics have
been written by A. Brown,
A. Schindler, K Brown, S.
Oguz, and S. Uwaezuoke.
And as always, the song is
distributed by Eardruma
Records, also known as
Interscope Records. The
production credit of this
number goes to Austin
Powerz, SAV, and Sonny
Digital. Atlanta-based

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

RAE SREMMURD, THE
BLACK BEATLES ARE BACK

WITH THEIR STORMING
SINGLE 'TORPEDO'

!  !  !  !  " 

brother duo Swae Lee and
Slim Jxmmi are grooving
the world with their beating
effects, and that’s what they
are best at.

In 2016-2017 they have
conducted their last tour
and hopefully, in 2023 they
will announce another tour,
yet no sources have
confirmed this but the
changes are high. As this
track is the first release of
their upcoming album
‘Sremm4Life’.

This is going to be their 4th
studio album. After taking a
long time off, they are back
with a storming effect with
this new release.
The year 2022 was
extremely scenic in terms
of music releases. 

There were excellent songs
that have missed to make
an imprinting impression
on their audience. Whereas
some mediocre numbers
have been a blasting hit
this year. And ‘Torpedo’ is
surely a hit.

In 2016-2017 they have
conducted their last tour
and hopefully, in 2023 they
will announce another tour,
yet no sources have
confirmed this but the
changes are high. As this
track is the first release of
their upcoming album
‘Sremm4Life’.

This is going to be their 4th
studio album. After taking a
long time off, they are back
with storming effects with
this new release.
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WaitWait
The New Year is shining bright with a new journey in
everyone’s life and nothing can be better than a handful
of new music. Check out the list of the top 10 musical
releases in 2023.

The New Year is shining bright with a new journey in
everyone’s life and nothing can be better than a handful
of new music. Check out the list of the top 10 musical
releases in 2023.

Let’s welcome this New Year with a handful of brand-
new musical projects. 2023 is beginning with many
upcoming albums and singles and music lovers are
eager about them. Here’s a list of the top 10 upcoming
musical projects to look forward to in 2023.

10. Sam Gendel – CookUp This LA jazz
experimentalist has offered a new creative wave in the
music industry and now it is time for another project. In
2022, the artist released a total of 3 albums and a live
EP. His radical selection of the late 90s/early 00s R&B
tracks offers rearranged interpretations of music.
Starting from Beyoncé, Aaliyah, Ginuwine to SWV;
everyone has become a part of their tracks.

Release Date – February 24

9. Yo La Tengo – This Stupid World The ambient
instrumentals are taking a sharp turn as Yo La Tengo is
offering a whole new musical experience for music
lovers around the world. The previous album ‘We Have
Amnesia Sometimes’ has been crafted during the social-
distancing protocols. However, there were no obstacles
in the case of ‘This Stupid World’ which makes this
project evenmore special and unique. The album is
called “the most live-sounding album in years” and
global listeners are waiting to witness it.

Release Date – February 10

8. Paramore – This Is Why Paramore is making an epic
comeback with their first album after six years. They have
returned to guitars after synth-pop textures as this album
follow 2017’s After Laughter. This pop-punk band is
definitely gaining more ground with the same band lineup
as its predecessor.

Release Date – February 10

7. Young Fathers – Heavy Heavy Young Fathers’
upcoming album is already revolving at the epitome of
everyone’s attention with its first three tracks being
released. While ‘Geronimo’ offered a slow-building
anthem-like soundscape, ‘I Saw’ showed an electro-glam
stomp. On the other hand, ‘Tell Somebody’ stole he deal
with some beatless electronic gusts. It is evident, that this
Edinburgh trio has crafted a masterful creation after their
2018’s project Cocoa Sugar. However, their approach to
hip-hop remains consistently unpredictable.

Release Date – February 3

6. Raye – My 21st Century Blues Though her debut
album took a twist of events, singer and songwriter Raye is
ready to release it this year. Previously, she has accused
her previous label Polydor of deliberately withholding the
album. She parted with the label back in 2021 and has
been waiting for this. Despite her skills and talent, the
artist can only be noticed in other music artists’ projects.
Finally, this sharp-sounding music artist is releasing her
debut project.

Release Date – February 3

5. Sam Smith - Gloria Perhaps this forthcoming album is
the most anticipated project Sam Smith has ever released.
His fourth studio album is an amalgamation of “Sex, lies,
passion, self-expression and imperfection,” which makes
it a uniting theme for everyone. The artist has reunited
with his long-time collaborator Jimmy Napes and the
project is already following the route of success. ‘Unholy’
featuring Kim Petras has already created a huge buzz
among the fans. Guess what? Gloria is consisting of a
cameo from none other than, Ed Sheeran.

Release Date – January 27

4. Måneskin – Rush Whether it’s the rendition of Frankie
Valli’s northern soul classic Beggin’ or the seductive
approach of ‘I Wanna Be Your Slave’, Måneskin has
redefined new-age rock music with sheer energy and
individuality. These Italian rockers have won the heart of
millions with their music with a dash of glamour as well.
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Just like the title suggests, their next album is surely going offer an ample amount of adrenaline rush through their
music. Swedish pop lord Max Martin is producing this project.

Release Date – January 20

3. Iggy Pop – Ever Loser Iggy Pop is ready to offer that “music that will beat the shit out of you … made the old-
fashioned way”, as he talks about his latest project. The music artist has collaborated with superproducer Andrew
Watt who has recently worked with many artists, starting from Miley Cyrus, Morrissey to Elton John. Chad Smith, The
drummer from Red Hot Chili Peppers, and Duff McKagan from Guns N’ Roses have also contributed to this project.

Release Date – January 6

2. Billy Nomates – Cacti

Tor Marie, AKA Billy Nomates is preparing to enthrall the listeners with her upcoming music project as Billy’s debut.
Following the trail of her success, the artist is offering a hefty dose of musical eclecticism and proficiency through
this upcoming project. Ranging from pop-punk to electronica, her versatility expands to and fro.

Release Date – January 13

1. Låpsley – Cautionary Tales of Youth

Låpsley’s last album was perhaps not a very big hit as the album was released just three weeks before the lockdown
has been announced. However, this time she has braced to embark on a new musical journey with a new taste and
energy. She has been stuck in South Africa and her experience gave birth to this new musical creation. Jessy Lanza
has contributed much to craft this.

Release Date – January 20
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SPOTIFY RELEASES ITS VERDICT ON THE TOP
TRACKS OF 2022

As 2022 draws closer to the end, it is time to look back at the
major highlights of the year. This year has been a boon for music
lovers with some of the greatest hits being produced, and some of
the old ones gaining renewed attention. Spotify has now released
the top tracks that adorned 2022 and had been most streamed and
loved by listeners.
Below is a breakdown of some of the greatest hits of the year.
Read on and see if your favorite track made it to the top 10:

10. Running Up That Hill (A Deal With God) - 2018 Remaster,
Kate Bush

A song that aged like fine wine. Thanks to Stranger Things,
listeners saw this brilliant song from the 80’s bubble up once
again, bringing about a Kate Bush renaissance. With its
transcendent musical energy, the song stands at No. 10 on the list.
The glorious extraterrestrial synths drew in new listeners while
the old listeners of Bush once again basked in her musical
excellence.

9. Ojitos Lindos, Bad Bunny and Bomba Estéreo

Bad Bunny pairs up with Bomba Estéreo to create a magical
number that ranks 9th on the chart. Lilian Saumet shows off her
distinctive vocals, blending seamlessly with that of Bad Bunny. 

The song secured a nomination at the 23rd
Annual Latin Grammy Awards for the Record of
the Year.

8. Quevedo: Bzrp Music Sessions, Vol. 52,
Bizarrap and Quevedo

The Argentine producer and recording artist
Bizarrap collaborated with the Spanish artist
Quevedo to record one of the biggest hits of the
year Quevedo: Bzrp Music Sessions, Vol. 52
which had soared from 5th position to No. 1 on
the Billboard Global 200 charts. This song by
Bizarrap, whose real name is Gonzalo Conde, is
a toast to letting loose and partying hard.

7. Enemy (With JID) from the series Arcane
League of Legends, Imagine Dragons and JID

The bombastic track by Imagine Dragons was
recorded to be the theme of the Netflix
animated series Arcane: League of Legends and
also includes a verse from the rapper JID. The
signature alt-rock style of Imagine Dragons
pulses emphatically in the track and is a
convergence of different pop-culture streams
from different genres, which makes it unique.

6. Cold Heart (PNAU Remix), Elton John,
Dua Lipa, and PNAU

The iconic Elton John and Dua Lipa had created
a fantastic musical hit, to which PNAU breathes
a new life into the track to create a jiving dance-
pop that lives in the heads of the listeners rent-
free. The sublime vocals of Lipa and Elton John
blend together and make for a scintillating
earworm.

5. Tití Me Preguntó, Bad Bunny

The chirpy playboy-anthem by Bad Bunny is a
fusion of Latin trap and dembow, and is an
original, in spite of sampling a bachata song
from the 1990s Anthony Santos. ‘Tití Me
Preguntó’ builds a reputation as one of the
artist’s most popular songs.

4. Me Porto Bonito, Bad Bunny and Chencho
Corleone

Bad Bunny proved that he definitely owns the
year when it comes to hip hop, as he pairs with
Chencho Corleone for one of the greatest
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breakouts with catchy quips and storytelling. The song has become a listeners’ favorite with its pulsating beats and
Corleone’s addictive chorus.

3. STAY (With Justin Bieber), The Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber

In an age where songs are being produced to be viral as Tik-Tok dances, the track has achieved that spot and more.
The catchy beats and appealing lyrics have kept listeners hooked since 2021 and the craze for it remains the same,
leading to it securing third place on the list. The song is a magnificent example of the kind of pop-punk sound that is
making a comeback in the music industry and established The Kid Laroi as a music artist who is there to stay.

2. Heat Waves, Glass Animals

The song released in 2020 became the first by Glass Animals to crack the Billboard Hot 100 List and holds the 2nd
position on Spotify’s Top tracks of 2022 list. The track leans towards pop beats and synths while staying on track
with the classic rock scenario. The song gained extreme popularity, with its addictive vibes and heartfelt lyrics.

1. As It Was, Harry Styles

The lead single from Styles’ third album ‘Harry’s House’ is one of the most emotive songs written by the artist. As
vulnerable as the lyrics are, the music immediately sends listeners dancing. The song sounds like a confession and
digs into feelings of melancholy and loneliness. The song assumes a Depeche or A-Ha Mode and rocks an 80’s style
pop synth. The mix of pop glam with raw emotion that somehow defines the artist appeals to listeners, and stands
strong at No. 1.

A total of 50 songs have made it to the Top Tracks of 2022 List by Spotify and each one has good reason to be so. The
list only builds anticipation for what the next year would bring when it comes to music.
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GET TO KNOW WHO ARE THE RICHEST
MUSICIANS OF 2022 IN THE WORLD

Music is the most popular form of art that is widely popular and
reaches every corner of the world. It is extremely rare, almost
impossible to find a single person who does not listen to or enjoy
any genre of music. This usually happens when an artist is hugely
popular and loved by millions of people for their musical
expressions. Here is a list of the richest musicians of this year.
Read along to know. 

10. Celine Dion: The 'Heart Will Go On' star has a net worth of
$800 Million from owning 'Les Production Feeling Inc.' which is
an entertainer company. She also owns a gender-neutral clothing
line, restaurants, a night club, and has also invested in other
ventures.

9. Dre: One of the most influential hip-hop
artists of this generation, Dr. Dre is in the 9th
position with his $820 Million net worth. In the
past 28 years, he has produced some very
successful records, he is an owner of a record
label and composing beats for various
campaigns.

8. Madonna: The pop icon Madonna is an
expected name on the list who has accumulated
a huge amount of net worth during her reign as
the 'Queen of Pop' in the music industry. She is
now worth $850 Million which places her in the
8th position. She has owned this fortune from
her live performances, and acting career, along
with investments in real estate. She is also the
owner of fashion brands "M by Madonna" and
"Truth or dare lifestyle".

7. Herb Alpert: Herb Alpert is known for being
a famous Trumpeter who later turned into a
record executive. Winner of 7 Grammys, the
successful musician is also the co-founder of
'A8m records' which he sold for a whopping $700
Million. He now owns $870 Million and is at the
7th position of the chart.

6. Diddy: This American rapper and songwriter
is also known as Sean Combs or Puff Diddy and
is in the 6th position of the chart. He is also a
Record Executive who owns the 'Bad Boy
Entertainment' record label. He is also an
Entrepreneur with a very successful clothing
line named 'Sean Jean' which helped him
accumulate a total net worth of $885 Million.

5. Paul McCartney: One of the members of the
legendary band 'Beatles', Paul McCartney is at
number 5 with a net worth of $1.2 Billion. He is
an English Singer, Instrumentalist, Songwriter,
and Composer who is the winner of 18 Grammy
Awards. He also is a Guinness Book Of World
Record Holder for being "The most successful
Songwriter of all time" and also "The most
successful Musician and Composer in popular
Music history".

4. Andrew Lyodd Webber: Gaining the fourth
position on the list, Andrew Lyodd is an English
Musician, Composer, and Songwriter. He is also
a Producer, theater director, Screenwriter, and a
successful businessman. He has been in the
industry for several years where he gained
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success from being a composer. His music streams continue to earn him a big fortune and now he owns a net worth of
$1.2 Billion.

3. Jay-Z: This American rapper continues his reign over the list of richest musicians and saved himself the 3rd spot
this year. He owns a record label named 'Roc A' and as a musician, he has earned 19 Grammys in his career. He is also
the owner of the sporting company 'Roc Nation', a clothing brand, 'Roc a Wear', and a luxurious Champagne brand
'Armand de brigole''.

He also owns shares of Uber, Tidal, Savage x Fenty, Palm Credit, Cannabis Market, etc. With this huge amount of
investments and ventures, his net worth comes to $1.4 Billion.

2. Rihanna:  After Kanye West, the second position goes to the iconic Rihanna who is now the richest female artist
and the second richest artist in the world. The singer's huge amount of wealth accumulates from her music sales and
especially her beauty line 'Fenty Beauty' which makes her a successful entrepreneur as well. She also has a successful
lingerie line 'Savage X Fenty' which helped her gain a massive $1.7 Billion net worth.

1. Kanye West:  Kanye West, otherwise known as Ye tops the list once again and is officially the richest artist
according to Forbes. This American rapper and the owner of 'Good Music Record Label' where he works as a record
producer as well. He has produced numerous successful records and at the same time made classics which earned
him a total of 24 Grammy awards. He is also a fashion designer, has a successful brand called 'Yeezy', Entrepreneur,
and a Politician which contributes toward his huge amount of net worth.

All of these musicians took the right step and invested in other ventures which has helped them build these empires.
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Dec'22

TOL

LastChristmas
WHam! 05
It'sTheMostWonderful
TimeOfTheYear
AndyWiLLIams

06

KillBill
SZA 07

vevo

FelizNavidad
JoseFeliciano 08

Anti-Hero
TaYLORSWIFT 09

Unholy
SamSmith&KimPeTRas 10



AHollyJolly
Christmas
BURLIves

Rudolphi
TheRed-Nosed

Reindeer

Jinglebeltioch

BobbyHelms

Rockin'Around
TheChristmasTree
BrendaLee

ROCKIN'AROUNDTHE
CHRISTMASTREE

BurlIves

BurlIves''AHollyJollyChristmas'
isattheno4spotandisknownfor
beingaholidayclassicattachedto
childhoodnostalgia.

JingleBellRock
BOBBYHeLms

WhocanforgettheChristmas
classicofBobbyHelms,JingleBell
Rocks'?Thetrackhasspent48
weeksonthetop100chartsandis
perfectforChristmascheer.

BRENDA

02
BrendaLee'sall-timefavoriteand
memorabletrack,'Rockin'Around
TheChristmasTree'isanother
trackthathelpsuswelcomethe
spiritofChristmas,andholdsthe
secondspot.

ALLIWANTFORCHRISTMASIsYou •01AllIWantForChristmasIsYou

MaRIaHCaReY

arey

TheholidaysarehereandsoistheChristmas
musicanditsrefreshingcharm.Surroundedby
theringingbells,thisweek'sBillboardchartisall
aboutChristmasmusic.Thetopspotistaken
by'AllIWantforChristmasIsYou'byMariah
Carey.Thesongwasoriginallyreleasedin1994
inMariah'salbum'MerryChristmas'andthis
yearthetrackreturnstothetopspotoftheHot
100.Since1994,thetrackhasspentatotalof57
weeksonthechart.Everyyearatthetimeof
Christmas,Mariahcomesbacktothepeakposi-
tionwithherstapleholidaysingleandthisyear
wasalsonoexception.Listeningto'AllIWantFor
ChristmasIsYou'meansitistimeforthe
snow,presents,andChristmas!



Event Review

Rosalía
Unfolds New
Kind Of Pop
Performances
With Her
Kaleidoscopic
Fusion

Rosalía has taken the culture of pop
music to another level with her
Motamami show in the O2 stadium.
The brilliant performance stunned
the audience. 

In the previous time, everyone was
making a fuss with an absurd-
looking image. In the photo, Wayne
Rooney was in a tight suit and
captioned the photo by saying ‘No
one has ever looked like this
before’. But in recent times this
thing has repeated once again.

In one of the biggest pop event
audience has witnessed a new
thing. People have seen performing
a singer and eight dancers zipped
on stage as they screamed ‘Chicken
teriyaki!’.

The artist is none other than
Rosalía who is currently doing her
Motamami world tour. The variant
color of the fusion costume has
stunned all the onlookers. The 52-
dated world tour is something that
no one would like to miss. Her
performances are taking 

pop culture to another level. The
outstanding presentation is
reaching out to all music
enthusiasts. In this time period of
the performances, the artist has
sung 30 songs including
reggaeton, which is mesmerizing
to experience.

This time Rosalía came up on
stage in a leather jacket with a
combination of black and pink.
She started the set by singing the
jazz-reggaeton track Saoko. She
begin by singing ‘Yo soymuy mía,
yo me transformo / una mariposa,
yo me transformo’. The versatile
performance has created a buzz
among everyone.

Her latest creation Motamami is
something that no one has ever
experienced. In her previous
creation El Mal Querer, she has
shown a completely different side
of herself. And this time she
stunned all with her mind-
blowing presentation.

Rosalía has not only made
soundtracks in different genres but
she has showcased her caliber by
making unique and intriguing music.
The vast array of creations has
attracted global listeners.

One of the most amazing things
about this O2 concert is that none of
them has ever gone backstage to
change their outfit.

The brilliant transition made the
whole performance even more
fascinating. Rosalía even wiped off
her makeup standing right on the
stage. To be very honest she looked
even better in that look.

The grand and magnificent
performance has churned out the
true flavor of pop culture. It is
definitely one of the most radiating
pop performances ever.
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BTS’ RM
Joins
Forces With
Erykah
Badu For
the Latest
Track ‘Yun’
BTS’ leader RM is spreading his
solo music career even further with
the album ‘Indigo’. This musical
project is revolving at the epitome
of everyone’s attention. The first
single from the album ‘Yun’ is
being a remarkable collaboration
project with Erykah Badu.

‘Indigo’ is following the same route
of success just RM’s previous
mixtapes RM (2015) and Mono.
(2018). There are other musical
contributors who have helped to
develop this amazing project
including Anderson .Paak, the
electronic duo Honne and British
singer-songwriter Mahalia.

BTS’ last musical project was ‘Be’,
the album that got released in
2020. After that, the members of
the band have been following their
solo musical career with new
projects. In the last few years, RM
has made some significant
collaboration projects starting from
Lil Nas X to Fall Out Boy, Wale,
Honne, and many others. The list is
gaining more length with Erykah
Badu and many others.

Previously, during a Los Angeles
concert last December, RM
showed a fair share of concern for
his musical career in the coming
days. However, this South Korean
rapper is gaining more ground
with the latest album ‘Indigo’. The
artist is offering a heavy wordplay
through this album that reflects
his musical intro spective,
perception, and personality.

Redefining fame and love, RM
calls this album “the last archive
of my twenties.” This 10-track
project is crafted magnificently
while absorbing influences from
R&B, neo-soul, rock, and
electronic. RM’s biases towards
collaboration projects are also
visible as eight tracks from the
total of ten feature other music
artists.

Embracing silence, maturity, and a
deeper engagement towards life;
the latest album ‘Indigo’ portrays
a vivid picture of this South
Korean pop star. The leading track
‘Yun’ is inspired by Korean painter
Yun Hyong-keun. 

As the track proceeds, it creates an
imagery of a still picture as if a
painting of ‘still life’ with a potential
feeling of stagnation.

Digging further into the lyrics, it
shows that RM is looking forward
bring a change as ‘Indigo’ starts with
“F**k the trendsetter”. The other
tracks like ‘Closer’, ‘Lonely’, ‘Wild
Flower’, etc are capable of churning
out different emotions starting from
solitude to intimacy, happiness to
sincerity.Brilliantly crafted, this
album is one of the greatest musical
contributions by RM which reveals
his true self. Check out all the tracks
of ‘Indigo’ on major music
platforms.
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Up and
Coming
Nigerian Star
Asake Take
The New York
City By Storm
With HIs ‘Mr.
Money With
the Vibe’ Tour
Know details about the rising
Nigerian star Askae and his latest
Tour performance in New York City
to support his debut album, ‘Mr.
Money With the Vibe’

The Nigerian rising star, Asake
performed in New York City on
Friday night to support his debut
album, 'Mr. Money With the Vibe'.
The album has some heavy-weight
features such as the afrobeat icon
Burna Boy and American rapper
Russ. This energetic and dynamic
performance got the fans excited
and was most likely projected to
increase album sales by a large
margin.

In 2018, Asake, originally known as
Ahmed Ololade, debuted with his
first single and since then he has
followed a particular style that has
become his signature style over the
years. He is known for creating and
using West African Afrobeats
perfectly mixed with South Africa’s
Brazilian-tinged ampiano. This
individual sound has been with his
journey of artistic growth and
helped him to create an individual
name for himself.

At New York’s Palladium Times
Square, on Friday night, he was
seen with his set that was backed
by a full band that included horns.
The venue was also the largest on
his tour and the artist did utilize it
to its fullest extent. The audience
was also pleased as the singer
brought out jazz-influenced sound
into a live setting that was a treat
to their ears. The look of the artist
was iconic, the fit was all denim
and he wore his trademark black
sunglasses that added an extra
flavor to the look. The artist
performed his entire debut album
in order, starting with the mid-
tempo opener, ‘Dull’. As the
album’s setlist continued, the
songs became more lively along
with the artist and his
performance.

The performance was quite
interesting to see as the performer
danced on the stage by
introducing some of the fan-made
dance steps that his fans had
previously shared on social media
platforms like TikTok and
Instagram reels. 

The audience cheered back, thanking
him for his appreciation toward his
fans, and sang along with the track,
'Organise'. At times, overwhelmed by
the response, the singer put down
his mic and let the crowd sing the
lines. The stage was equally pleasing
to look at, the singer's name was
displayed on the LED screen in huge
letters behind the artist. As the show
progressed Asake changed into a
more casual outfit, a dry-fit long-
sleeved shirt, and athletic shorts. In
this performance, he has proved
what an absolute hell of a performer
he is so it will be quite exciting to
see how well he performs in bigger
venues, which, if going at this pace is
not far away.
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10 MOST SUCCESSFUL TRACKS OF HARRY
STYLES THAT HAVE WOOED HIS EVERY

MUSIC LOVER
In 2017 the rumors about the One Direction boys going on their
separate ways and concentrating on their solo careers became
true. This is the time much-crazed boy band member Harry Styles
became one of the most talked about stars in the globe. He is the
man behind the incredibly famous number 'As It Was’, he started
his career in 2010 after he became a contestant in the British
music competition series The X Factor. Right after his elimination
from this show, he joined the boy band ‘One Direction' and his
career took a swift uphill ride. In 2017 they split up and he
concentrated on his solo career. Here is the list of the most
successful tracks released by Harry Styles.

10. ‘Golden’:

This 2019 release of Styles has been one of his most anticipated
releases. This was his fifth single which is to be released from the
‘Fine Line’ in October 2020. The video has reached 202 million
views by far. The song carries a very charming video where Harry
is running around the Coast in Italy looking muchly tanned and
wearing several of his iconic outfits.

9. ‘Adore You’:

Another 2019 release ‘Adore You’ was dropped in December, and
the video was pictured in Scotland. During the month of August
2019, harry was spotted filming for the video. The song attained
50+ million views on YouTube and the number is increasing each
day. The small village charm of the video is widely enjoyable.
Later on, the 28-year-old singer dropped an extended version 

7.45 minutes long. And for this song, he received
a Grammy nomination as well.

8. ‘Two Ghosts’: 

For the first, he performed the track on “The
Late Late Show with James Corden”, with his
acoustic guitar. The reaction he received to the
performance was overwhelming. Later on, he
released the song officially; this was one of the
brilliant tracks that he released right after he
started making his career choices separately.
With 54 million views, this song is a path-
breaking venture of this incredible music star.

7. ‘Sign of the Times': 

This 2017 release was the first release of his
solo career, and the single has broken the
internet with the supremacy of the song. The
previously One Direction star performed this
radiant and levitating ballad with all of his
musical zest. The unique video of the song was
well-appreciated by various people in the music
industry. And for this song he has won a Brit
and this song has the most number of views on
YouTube with over a billion on his musical
catalog.

6. ‘Sweet Creature’:

This folk-infused track is a part of his first solo
album released in 2017. The brilliant pop-folk
flavors of the song are extremely overwhelming.
His unquestionable musicality was been the
king of this song. The song has 67 million views,
conveying supremely charming narrations in
3.46 of its running minutes.

5. ‘Kiwi’:

This was the final release of his first album, and
he performed this song at the 2017 Victoria's
Secret Fashion Show in Shanghai live on the
runway. The rock-pop style of this song was a
hit instantly. The song has 87 million views
indicating the success of his experimental
musical venture.

4. ‘Lights Up’: 

‘Lights Up’ is the first release of his second solo
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album ‘Fine Line’. And with this song, he charted in the 3rd position on the UK singles Chart. The topless harry
surrounded by models was widely cherished by his fans. The official video of the song has 112 million views on
YouTube.

3. ‘Treat People with Kindness’:

This retro-flavored track ‘Treat People with Kindness' is a brilliantly crafted number that has been in the news for
various factors of the song. First, the retro vibes of the song were widely enjoyable. Secondly, the incredible old-
school dancing piece with Phoebe Waller-Bridge. This toe-tapping track reached 42 million views within a very short
amount of time.

2. 'Watermelon Sugar': 

His one of the most successful tracks and not only this track is extremely enticing, but the summer vibes of the track
were also released in May 2020. As this is during the time the COVID pandemic was at its peak, the video starts with
the note 'dedicated to touching'. The song has 317 million views by far and still counting.

1. 'As It Was’:

This 2022 highly anticipated track has swept the internet with numerous reels and TikTok videos. The official video
of the song has 333 million views in it, and this by far is his most successful track. His former bandmate Niall Horan
said that this is his favorite number of all time.After he embarked upon an indefinite hiatus his first hit was ‘Sign of
the Times’. From his enigmatic musical ventures to his movie roles and his flamboyant fashion sense, he has been an
eminent star who is the first man who appeared solo on the cover of Vogue. He has bagged by far a Grammy, 2 Brits,
an American Music Award, and an Ivor Novello Award.
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KNOW ALL ABOUT BTS MEMBERS,
JUNGKOOK, AND JHOPE'S DATING LIVES

AND THEIR IDEAL TYPE!
KPop band, BTS. From gaining worldwide recognition to ruling
the American charts of music, the band did it all. If you look
closely, you will be able to find ARMY (the fanbase name of BTS)
in every little corner of the world.

But the band broke everyone's heart when in June, they
announced that they are going on a hiatus. However, the leader of
the group, Namjoon, also known as Rap Monster later clarified
that the 7 boys are only taking a break to focus on their separate
solo careers and are most definitely coming back in the future.
While the group's future is up in the air, members are separately
shining bright.

Making the most noise with his solo career, JHope is in the news
more frequently. He has recently released his first solo album that
is mounting high on Billboard charts and also attended the
Lollapalooza fest. But how much do you know about his personal
and dating life? Does this BTS member have a girlfriend? How
many people has he dated in the past? What's his ideal type? Read
along to get the answers to these questions.

KPop band, BTS. From gaining worldwide recognition to ruling
the American charts of music, the band did it all. If you look
closely, you will be able to find ARMY (the fanbase name of BTS)
in every little corner of the world. But the band broke everyone's
heart when in June, they announced that they are going on a
hiatus. However, the leader of the group, Namjoon, also known as
Rap Monster later clarified that the 7 boys are only taking a break
to focus on their separate solo careers and are most definitely
coming back in the future. While the group's future is up in the
air, members are separately shining bright.

JHope and his heartbreaking past: JHope,
originally known as Jung Ho-Seok, has not only
dated in the past but also has a heartbreaking
past dating history. The KPop star accepted this
fact in one episode of Rookie King. In this
episode, he said he would be performing the
Dynamic Duo's track, 'Solo'. While listening to it
he revealed the fact that it reminded him of his
ex-girlfriend. Sharing this story, he stated that
the relationship ended back when he was in
high school. The end of that relationship was
not at all mutual as the girlfriend left Jung Ho-
Seok for another man. He further stated how the
song played after his ex-girlfriend broke up with
him for a different guy.

Even though the reminiscence was
heartbreaking and his remembering about the
incident is painful, it is quite nice for him to still
sing the track. Talking about our exes can be
quite aching and hurting for us, so JHope
showed bravery here by talking about the
incident in front of the whole world. It is also
bold of him to be so open about his experience
that due to toxicity or fear of losing fanbases
many KPop stars do not even accept they are in
relationships.

Current dating life and rumors: Apart from
that one incident, JHope did not ever mention
being with a girl or ever being in another
relationship. While he did not confirm anything
else, throughout his entire career, he has been
linked to several people, both celebrities and
non-celebrities. "Outro: Ego", a song by BTS and
sung by JHope and after its successful launch,
the singer was photographed with a girl. This
convinced the ARMYs that this sweet boy has
finally found a girlfriend. However, later it was
revealed that the photos are not even real and it
was a complete rumor.

He has also been linked with the BLACKPINK
member Rose in the past. The rumors began
when the duo was spotted at the same hotel.
Even though they did not share any photos,
from their pictures shared on social media, fans
were quick to spot them staying at the same
hotel. Later it turned out to be an event, a brand
lunch that many KPop stars attended.
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The ideal type of JHope: In interviews and vlogs, JHope has opened up about his ideal type. He described his ideal
partner would be someone who loves to cook, loves to read, and takes care of others. His desirable girlfriend would be
someone who loves him and him only. These are pretty normal standard qualities that our sweet, decent boy has, so
get ready you might be the next lucky one! While talking about BTS, not mentioning Jungkook's name would be a
mistake that someone will not come back from. So let's dive into the dating life of Jeon Jung-kook. Does he have a
girlfriend? Has he dated anyone recently? What's his ideal type? Know more about Jungkook's love life by reading
along.

Early days: Even though the singer has been linked with a lot of girls in the past, even women from the Korean
industry. Jungkook never once confirmed any rumors but there was one time when he opened up about his dating life
in the past. In BTS' early variety show called America Hustle Life in a clip of the unreleased cut of episode five,
Jungkook himself revealed his past relationship which made him feel being in a relationship and not being in a
relationship are the same thing. He went 200 days without meeting his girlfriend before breaking up with her.

Actress Lee Yoo Bi: Social media turned into chaos when reports surfaced that Jungkook and the Korean actress Lee
Yoo Bi dating in secret since 2018. A YouTuber made a video pointing out the similarities between these two's social
media posts suggesting that they are in a romantic relationship. However, before spiraling into something else, Lee
Yoo Bi's label shot down these rumors and claimed the actress didn't even know the singer in real life.

Lee Mijoo: In 2019, the singer was again linked with a tattoo artist, Lee Mijoo and the rumors started when he
visited a location in Geojae-do and Lee Mijoo and her other workers were also staying at the same location. After the
CCTV footage surfaced on the internet it turned into a frenzy and the artist had to personally address the rumors and
deny them.

Jungkook and BLACKPINK's Lisa: The recent linkup that JUngkook faced was with another girl group,
BLACKPINK's member Lisa. The rumors started when these two KPop stars were spotted together a few times but it
turned out it was all innocent.

The ideal type of Jungkook: Even though the singer is now single, he has also opened up about his ideal type. The
singer revealed his ideal type of partner would be someone with a healthy body and would be highly intelligent. A
foodie, Jungkook wants his partner to be good at cooking and singing to keep him company. He is also extremely
competitive and wants his girlfriend to be competitive as well.So, there might still be hope for you! Or just like us,
you can also pray that our two favorite BTS boys can find their ideal matches.
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LADIES FIRST EP-10: LISTEN TO THE
JOURNEY OF SUPRIYA JOSHI ON SA RE GA

MA PA
ABP Live Podcast has come up with a new segment for showing
honor to the real Girl Bosses of this century. It is only for those
who have shown their talent in a significant way. There are many
girls out there who are defeating in battles even in the hardest
scenarios, just like that, recently in the ABP Live Podcast Ladies
First the singer, composer, and songwriter Supriya Joshi came.
She started her journey on the singing reality show SA RE GA MA
PA. In this show, she has gotten huge recognition from all. And
she also got the chance to be in the team of the Bollywood singer
Himesh Rashamiya.

She showcased her talent in the show and also
won the title of it.

Supriya flourished in her musical career and
sang some outstanding songs. She has
attempted singing the song of the legendary
singer Lata Mangeshkar ji’s ‘Lag Ja Galle’ and
‘Maeri’ by Euphoria. She has also sung ‘Fitrati’
by the same artist. This girl from Bengaluru has
become a sensation in the country with her
enigmatic singing skill. On the day of the finale,
she has sung in front of 15000 people which is
not an easy job.

Along with that on the day there was
Hamsalekha, the music director was present.
Among all of them, Supriya and her song shined
the brightest. This young talent has mesmerized
everyone with her singing charm. After winning
the title, she won a prize of Rs 5 lakh. While in
the show she has grown even more under the
guidance of talented mentors.

Supriya has done such a wonderful job, and for
that reason, she has earned the honor of being
on the show ABP Live Podcast Ladies First. From
the show, people would get much more
information about her journey and experience
on the show. Along with her, Niharika Nanda
was present in the podcast session. Supriya’s
contribution to music at such a young age is
really appreciated. Thus it can be said that in
the future everyone would get the chance to see
more work of her on a much larger scale.
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Musicians Leaving Twitter As
Elon Musk Took Over the Social

Media Platform

In recent times, Twitter is the most
popular social media site. Now Twitter
has turned into a war zone rather than
a social media site. It has always been a
platform where people could liberally
share their opinion about any kind of
thing. This fact has even increased
after Elon Musk took over the
application in October. After that, a lot
of musicians even left Twitter.

Elon Musk has invested $44 million to
buy the share of this social media site.
And as soon as he bought it, he even
laid off thousands of employees
instantly. Along with that, he has
increased the restrictions and banned
the accounts of the users. He also
started a new ‘Twitter Blue’
subscription. With this feature, a user
can get their accounts verified with a
blue checkmark. Users need to pay a
price to get the blue mark.

These kinds of changes havemade a lot
of users unhappy. For that reason, Elon
has also tweeted a poll by saying if he

 should leave the position of CEO
or not. 

In response, 57% of people voted
yes. He tweeted ‘I will resign as
CEO as soon as I find someone
foolish enough to take the job!
After that, I will just run the
software & servers teams’.

People use this platform to share
their personal opinion and after
taking over Twitter, many
musicians have taken the
initiative to show their disgust
about the uncertain changes.
Artists like blink-182's Tom
DeLonge, Testament's Alex
Skolnick, and Sebastian Bach have
shared their thoughts. Along with
them, many other artists have also
joined them.

Trent Razor has said ‘We don’t
need the arrogance of the
billionaire class to feel like they
can just come in and solve

 everything...Even without him
involved, I just find that it has
become such a toxic environment.
For my mental health, I need to
tune out. I don’t feel good being
there anymore’. In response, Elon
has said ‘crybaby’ to Trent.
Jack White made his statement by
saying ‘So you gave Trump his
Twitter platform back. Absolutely
disgusting, Elon. That is officially
an asshole move. Why don’t you be
truthful? Tell it like it is...

“You intend to give platforms to
known liars and wash your hands
like pontius pilate and claim no
responsibility? Trump was removed
from Twitter because he incited
violence multiple times, people
died and were injured as a result of
his lies and his ego, (let alone what
his coup did to attempt to destroy
democracy and our Capitol)’. And
along with them, Liz Phair said
‘And the band played on… for not
much longer. I’m feeling the deck
quaking, so I will add my thanks to
each and every one of you for the
laughs, the learning, the love, the
connection and the inspiration. A
wonderful experience overall.
Timing tbd’.
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BLACKPINK’S LISA SETS A NEW RECORD
WITH APPLE MUSIC'S MOST SHAZAMED K-

POP SONGS OF 2022
Earlier this week, Apple Music revealed its Replay feature that
shows the end-of-the-year charts in all sections and regions.
Among the charts, it declared the top 25 most Shazamed K-pop
songs of 2022 across the globe on this streaming platform.

None other than Lisa from ‘BLACKPINK’ topped the chart with
her chart-busting solo track ‘MONEY’ which was released in 2021.
She is the only South Korean music artist to make this
achievement without even releasing a single track in 2022.

The list was soon followed by BTS with the tracks namely, ‘Moon’,
‘Epiphany’ and last but not the least, ‘Dynamite’. BlACKPINK
again took 5th place with their powerful banger ‘Pink Venom’. BTS
seems to be following soon with tracks, ‘Butter’ and ‘Awake’.

Some of the other artists on Apple Music's most Shazamed K-pop
songs of 2022 list were, TWICE, TREASURE, IVE and also Jin of
BTS. Quite evidently, the K-pop artists who started their solo
endeavors other than the groups are gaining some significant
attention from listeners around the world including their global
fans.

‘Money’ is the most successful and creative
track from Lisa’s debut album titled, ‘Lalisa’, her
original name. The track is considered the
longest-charting song by a K-pop soloist on the
charts like the UK Singles Chart as well as the
US Billboard Hot 100. The song has been
certified gold in Portugal and Poland for its
popularity among the mass. Released under the
label of Interscope, this song is claiming the top
position on all charts with a huge stream count
and buzz among the listeners.

Digging deep into the Apple Music Top Chart
Insights, it shows that The Kid LAROI and Justin
Bieber took the no.1 spot with their highly
popular collaboration project ‘STAY’. It spent
more than 51 days atop the Daily Top 100:
Global and also stick to its position in 2022 as
well. When it comes to the top 100 songs chart,
there was a total of 32 hip-hop bangers along
with 11 R&B and Soul Projects, 8 Latin tracks,
and 6 J-pop tracks. There is a global musical
approach in this year's list as 29 tracks from the
top 100 are not in English. So, it is safe to say
that global listeners are enjoying music
regardless of the lingual approach.
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1987’s Musical Tribute Jimmy Iovine's 'A
Very Special Christmas' Is a Memoir

35 years ago on October 12th, 1987 a historical event
still inspires the music industry. Record executive and
media proprietor Jimmy Iovine in collaboration with
A&M Records released an album that is a compilation
of 15 songs named ‘A Very Special Christmas’. This
album has a sorrowful background. In the year 1985,
Iovine’s father Vincent "Jimmy" Iovine died suddenly.
Later, Jimmy was at his sister’s house when he decided
to make a soulful tribute. He says, “Still, that was the
worst day of my life.” After this miserable incident,
Bruce Springsteen called Iovine, in which he told him,
“I’m going to make a Christmas album for my dad”.
Iovine’s initial inspiration was ‘A Christmas Gift For You
From Phil Spector’ which was released on November 22
in 1963. This album consisted of a compilation of 13
songs where Darlene Love, The Ronettes, The Crystals,
Bob B. Soxx & the Blue Jeans gave their sweet vocal.
Iovine at first didn’t care a lot about the profit but also
he didn’t want to see a dime from the album. He
discussed this with his wife Vicki and asked for some
help finding charity purposes. He boasted clearly, “I
gotta get money out of the equation, so I can make it
pure. I want this to be the purest thing I’ve ever done in
my life.”

Vicki immediately called her friend Bobby Shriver, and
as a coincidence, it turned out that they met together

 before during a football match where Bobby was the
organizer. In order to arrange the funding, the Iovine
couple attended a Special Olympics wrestling event. After
watching a fake Hulk Hogan, a fake Randy ‘Macho Man’
Jimmy asked, “Why aren’t the real ones here?” Shiver
explained that at that time charity wasn’t considered a
cool thing among celebrities. Jimmy found another reason
to make this album which would have made this cool.
Finally, Shriver went to A&M Records and acquired their
project funding. ‘A Very Special Christmas’ has 15
distinctive consecutive songs and it took 1986 to 1987 in
organizing, recording, re-recording, begging, and cajoling
the songs. The name of the songs and singers are,

1. “Santa Clause is Coming to Town” by The Pointer
Sisters
2. “Winter Wonderland” by Eurythmics
3. “Do You Hear What I Hear?” by Whitney Houston
4. “Merry Christmas Baby” by Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band
5. “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas” by The
Pretenders
6. "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus" by John Cougar
Mellencamp
7. "Gabriel's Message" by Sting
8. "Christmas in Hollis" by Run-D.M.C.
9. "Christmas (Baby Please Come Home)" by U2
10. "Santa Baby" by Madonna
11. "The Little Drummer Boy" by Bob Seger & the Silver
Bullet Band
12. "Run Rudolph Run" by Bryan Adams
13. "Back Door Santa" by Bon Jovi
14. "The Coventry Carol" by Alison Moyet
15. "Silent Night" by Stevie Nicks

The iconic album cover was crafted by Keith Haring. This
cover consists of an outstanding outline of a mother
embracing her child. The head of the A&M record arts
department, Jeff Gold suggested it to him. That’s how one
of the most amazing and everlasting magical artworks of
music got its cover which is a mixture of a variety of
colors. ‘A Very Special Christmas’ raised millions of dollars
for the Special Olympics after its official release. It is still
the 19th best-selling Christmas/holiday album in the
United States and according to SoundScan, 2,520,000
copies are sold from March 1991 to the present.
Iovine in an interview said, “There’s just something about
those songs, man. When you sing them, you can’t be the
Grinch. I did something positive with it. When I see that
album, I see one guy, and that’s my father. That’s all that
mattered.”
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Belieb It Or
Not! Justin
Bieber Is
Going to Close
the Deal of His
Music Right
for Around
$200 Million
In the initial days of 2023, the
musical world will witness Bieber
selling his musical rights to
Hipgnosis. The word about this
upcoming incident is spreading real
quickly. The ‘Sorry’ singer will close
the deal of handing over his
publishing interests and recording
revenue. The ‘Baby’ musical
phenomenon is very close to
sealing the deal to sell his music
rights to Blackstone INC.-backed
Hipgnosis Songs.

Sources confirmed this yet-to-close
deal and the rumors that have been
anticipating this occurrence.
Neither Justin nor Hipgnosis has
commented on this issue. They
have maintained an opaque veil
around this matter. Even Universal
is also upholding its guards on this
matter. And the news has
mentioned that the deal might be
north of 200 million dollars. Yet the
actual number is unclear. The
singer is going through a rough
time, due to his medical condition.

The “Justice” tour, which was
originally scheduled to  launch in
2020 now has been postponed
several times for various reasons.
First, it got delayed due to the
pandemic and now it was again

postponed for his bout with
Ramsay Hunt syndrome, a rare
virus causing his facial paralysis.

It finally launched in March and it
covered most of North America.
Yet again the remaining dates of
this tour were again postponed for
an unspecified time. His fans hope
to have the dates shared in 2023.

Amid this, the selling
musiccatalog rights news has
swelled to a great extent. The
world has speculated some
incredible deals of selling their
musical rights are the last few
years. Some seasoned catalogs,
like Genesis and Phil Collins, have
closed the deal for 300 million.

Earlier this year, the company
closed the deal with Justin
Timberlake for 100 million dollars
 and some younger artists as well.
Apart from that, the company has
the musical catalog of legendary
singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen.
His 50 years old classics are still
relevant and extremely cherished.

 There is another, more
economical perspective to this

upcoming incident. Back in 2020 and
last year when Bob Dylan and
Bruce Springsteen sold their musical
rights the market peaked effectively.

No solid commitments have been
made yet, more news will release as
the matter develops.
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